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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. What will go up, what will go
down? If you re looking to trade Penny Stocks, then this book is for you. It contains immediately
actionable trading ideas, developed by scanning Penny Stocks in search of those who perform
better using seven well-known trading strategies: - Calends - Four Seasons - Thanksgiving - Triple
Witching Weeks - January Barometer - December Low Reversal - Sell in May and Go Away. These
are time-based trading strategies. They call for opening a trade at a specific time and also closing it
at a specific time. For example, with the Thanksgiving Strategy you open a trade on the Monday
before Thanksgiving Day and close it on the following Friday. With time-based trading strategies
you do not have to guess. You know beforehand when to enter and exit a trade and what return
you can likely expect. The author of Penny Stocks Top Trading Strategies has over 25 years of
trading experience and has taught courses in finance, accounting and real estate. He has written
this book in an easy and understandable way...
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It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I

This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena  Huel-- Ena  Huel
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